with these library books and e-resources available now!
Michael Dahl’s Word Adventure
series makes grammar funny!
With 12 books and counting, kids
will romp through these stories
about misbehaving parts of
speech! Available in print.

The Children’s World series presents
these 12 colorful e-books on grammar
with engaging pictures. Perfect for middle
elementary, these short books provide
just enough textbook style instruction.

The Know-Nonsense Guide to Grammar, by Heidi Fielder and
Brendan Kearney, explains parts of speech, grammar and literary
devices in a blurb style. With 25 one-page entries, it’s possible to
cover one term per day for a month. Great review for older kids!
Available as a Hoopla e-book and in print.

Danica McKellar, author
of teen manuals like Kiss
My Math, writes a clear
and engaging guide for
middle elementary ages.
Available in print.

I’m Trying to Love Spiders
author, Bethany Barton,
helps kids with math
anxiety: great narration
and interactive activities.
Available in print.

This DK print book shows
uses for math with funny
examples & and a math
discovery timeline. It is a
must read for history
fans wondering when
they will ever use math.

The Graph It! series of 5
books provides the
accessibility of an early
reader combined with
colorful, useful exercises.
Available in print.

with these library books and e-resources available now!

Math Everywhere from Lerner
books provides 6 appealing
e-books on real world math
with questions, answer key, &
glossary for elementary ages.

Math Is Everywhere, a 6 e-book series in English
and bilingual Spanish/English, tells stories with
math. The early reader format and emphasis on
math all around us encourages young children
to ponder, notice & do addition within a story.

A companion series to
the popular “Who HQ”
books, Where Is? tells
middle elementary kids
about historical & natural
locations in 100 pages.
11 books, print only.

The 6 e-book Visual
Geography series uses a
textbook style to detail
topography, history &
economy of specific
countries, including a list
of famous natives.

Amazing World Atlas,
published by Lonely Planet
travel manuals is perfect for
fans of blurb fact books, like
Nat Geo and Guinness.
Available in print & e-book.

This 12 e-book series,
Geography of the World,
informs mid to late
elementary readers about
physical, ecological &
cultural details of rivers
and mountain ranges.

This 40 e-book series for
middle elementary,
Social Studies Explorer,
notes famous people,
places, capitals, sports
teams & even recipes.

with these library books and e-resources available now!
Across the Continents takes
upper elementary readers
on virtual trips with
engaging photos & maps,
glossary, index & vocabulary
in bold. 7 books, print only.

Let’s Look at Countries, a 12
book print series, introduces
early elementary readers to
geography, people, animals &
culture with great photos.

Super Social Studies
Infographics delivers
charts, graphs, flowcharts
and blurbs to middle &
upper elementary kids,
engagingly. The 6 e-books
are published by Lerner.

Native Americans features
large type, vocabulary in
red, glossary, index and
timelines combined with
pictures of real life,
ceremony & artifacts. 27
short readers, print only.

The You Wouldn’t Want
to… series gives kids a
comically dark take on
social history with
hilarious illustrations,
sparse text, glossary &
index. 48 books, print only.

with these library books and e-resources available now!

Social Studies Informational
Texts, a 54 e-book series,
features English and Spanish
readers with scrapbooking,
drawing and writing challenges
created by teachers.
Behind the Curtain provides
students a 2-act play, cast
of characters, backstories,
settings and thinking
questions for 11 events in
social history, print only.

My Day Learning Social
Studies, a set of 6 e-books,
introduces early readers to
social ideas with new terms
in bold & simple sentences.

Kids’ Guide to Elections,
for middle elementary,
evenly mixes text &
pictures with glossary,
index & lists. 5 books.

Why It Matters, a 6
book series, has large
type, colorful timelines,
activities & resources
for middle elementary.

Vote For Our Future
informs all ages about
voting as kids see their
elementary school turn
into a polling place.

Available in print

with these library books and e-resources available now!
What Can a Citizen Do? introduces early
elementary ages to civic participation in a
picture book, rhyming format where
diverse characters build an inclusive city.

Know Your Government, a 10 book series,
gives textbook style content, questions &
research ideas to upper elementary kids,
with QR codes, glossary, sources & index.

Sign up for
On the KCKPL app
Or eCommunity!

Available in print & e-book

Book
review
My
Government
e-books use colorful
photos & simple text
to inform middle
elementary ages.
Available as e-books

Governing the United
States gives middle
elementary kids simple
text, questions & an
activity. 6 e-books.

How the US Government
Works uses narrative,
primary sources &
activities. 6 e-books for
upper elementary.

My First Dictionary, for
middle elementary,
provides both visual &
written definitions,
large type, & activities.

Grouped by subjects &
colorfully illustrated,
1000 Useful Words is a
great daily activity for
early elementary kids.

Quirky art & useful
pronunciation guides in
The Dictionary of
Difficult Words help
upper elementary kids
tackle tough terms.

Available in print

with these library books and e-resources available now!
Sign up for
P is for Pterodactyl hilariously slips words
with silent letters into tongue twisters
with regular words, includes glossary &
pronunciation guide. Print only.

On the KCKPL app
Or eCommunity!
Available as e-books

Wordbooks, published
by The Child’s World,
includes 28 bilingual,
vivid e-books best read
on tablet size+ screens.

This 120 e-book series,
with many bilingual
titles, uses a flash card
style to promote word
recognition & retention.

Each of the 24 e-books
in Read and Rhyme
levels 1, 2, & 3 introduce
kids to 8 words that
rhyme in absurd stories.

